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• NeSSI as An Analytical Sensor Platform: 
1.0 Is there any certifying agency for interoperability on SP76? No.  An honour system. 
2.0 Cell length will of course be a problem.  Vertical cell will be a problem due to 

particulate dropout.  [B. Saltzman] 
3.0 We would like the Gen II specification.  How will it be provided?  [Fujikin and others 

echoed this request. ]  Note will be send via mail-out when available on the CPAC web 
site. 

4.0 We would like to get our analyzers out of the house and next to the line.  
[ChevronTexaco] 

5.0 How do we ensure that a 2-module or 3-module or more  downmount device will align 
with the SP76 substrate.  Does not appear to be any mechanism to control this 
feature.  [Delta M comment]  Dan Podkulski doesn’t think an issue.  Swagelok will table 
the issue at the SP76 committee. [Rob’s Note:  Apparently this issue has been 
addressed and resolved as per note from R. Ales] 

6.0 Some concern expressed about the lack of alignment mechanism for the downmount 
component.  How is this handled by SP76.  [An alignment pin may be an optional 
feature.  Not sure if it is written into SP76 – may be a desirable feature.] 

7.0 Who takes responsibility for what type of O-ring should be placed on a substrate?  
Could be a potential expense if a higher grade is used for all the locations.  
[ChevronTexaco] 

 
• Sensor/Actuator Communications: 
8.0 There is no IS specification/physical layer for CANbus.  [R. Ales Swagelok] We need 

to look at what it takes to make this I.S.  [PV2] 
9.0 How do we deal with the issue of using IS where it is not commonly used?  [Need 

education in this area.  PV2]  [Need to integrate it into the design so it is not 
perceived as IS but rather an engineering solution to meet the Division and Zone 
requirements.  RND]  May want to get a SIG started at OVDA [DeviceNet special 
interest group.  Emerson may be working on an IS version of CANbus.   We need to 
talk to Emerson.   R. Ales Swagelok] 

10.0 Unless a low power device may be difficult to multi-drop many devices on an IS chain. 
[Possibility of using a hub like power supply, which can furnish more than 1 IS circuit.] 

11.0 The microController/CANcontroller may use up lots of power and may or may not be an 
issue – needs to be investigated. 

12.0 How do we deal with the wireless communication protocols such as TEDS?  Should 
TEDS be part of the CANbus spec?  Apparently a version of TEDS called 1451.5 is 
being proposed to meet low power IS requirements. [Rob’s note:  we haven’t addressed 
this issue.  Can TEDS be used over a wired environment?  Can CANbus be used over a 
wireless environment?  Can they peacefully coexist?] 

13.0 “A far piece from reality” [Bob Sherman] 



14.0 Have you considered any alternatives if IS or CANbus is not feasible?  Other 
protocols include HART over 4-20 mA, Profibus, ControlNet, FF.  Fujikin uses 
DeviceNet and RS485. 

15.0 Looking for volunteers for C-team.  [Rick Ales Swagelok, Doug Mitchell from 
Panametrics will supply his web based programming guru] 

 
• SAM and Applets: 
16.0 Who manages Applets?  Analyzer or Component are the correct people to supply this 

applet with their equipment.  What Applet format should be used to make 
transportable and hopefully interoperable?  Active X seems to be popular. 

17.0 Need to have a SAM spec before we get further down the road. 
18.0 Sample switching may be still be preferred to be done by the Analyzer vendor. 
19.0 If applets are standardized do we lose differentiation from other vendors? [no 

answer] 


